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Executive Summary 
With Medicare spending growth over the next decade expected to exceed GDP growth,1 the trust fund 
projected to be depleted in 2026,2,3 and evidence of persistent and pervasive waste and disparities in 
health care,4–6 attention has returned to the role of payment reform in controlling Medicare spending 
growth and driving more efficient and equitable care delivery. There is broad agreement that progress 
will require a renewed push by policymakers to move provider payment in Medicare away from fee-
for-service (FFS) reimbursement toward alternative payment models (APMs) in which providers 
receive a budget for the care of a population or an episode and gain financially from efficiencies they 
generate.7–9  

After a decade of activity in this direction, momentum has stalled. Participation in the Shared Savings 
Program (SSP) — the largest accountable care organization (ACO) initiative in Medicare — has been 
essentially flat since 2018 after a period of rapid expansion.10 The Next Generation ACO model will 
end this year after failing to meet statutory savings requirements for expansion.11 The newest ACO 
model fielded by the Center for Medicare & Medicaid Innovation (CMMI), Direct Contracting, has 
maintained some momentum but remains small. Currently, approximately 12.1 million beneficiaries 
are aligned to an organization in one of these population-based programs, or 39.5% of those fully 
enrolled in traditional FFS Medicare (TM).12,13 Overall, early net savings to Medicare generated by 
ACO models have not clearly grown and may have regressed.14,15 

There is clear consensus on the goals of payment reform (fiscal sustainability, higher-value care, and 
equity) and the need for a more coordinated and effective APM portfolio to achieve those goals.16–20 
The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) recently reaffirmed the agency’s commitment 
to develop APMs as a core element of its strategic vision. 21 Consistent with calls from others including 
the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission, CMS and CMMI leadership articulated the need to move 
beyond the let-many-flowers-bloom and test-and-diffuse approaches that, understandably, 
characterized the first decade of payment reform efforts and towards a streamlined, synergistic set of 
APMs designed to transform care. 

There has been less discussion about the design of such a portfolio. Yet it has been the design of APMs 
that has limited participation and savings to date. Indeed, in their strategic review, CMS and CMMI 
leadership noted how technical aspects of model design are critical to success.21 Similarly, advancing 
health equity has been appropriately embraced as a central goal of APMs, but exactly how APMs can 
be designed to effectively promote health equity remains underdeveloped.  

To help advance the conversation from high-level principles to a more concrete vision of a future 
payment system in TM, in this paper we provide a sketch of a multi-track population-based payment 
model designed to serve as a foundational piece of that system. While we focus on the structure of a 
population-based payment system, we acknowledge the important complementary role that episode-
based payment can play and envision strategic deployment of episode-based payments integrated with 
the population-based model we propose. That said, we limit discussion of episode-based payments to 
general considerations, as the details of how they should be designed and integrated are complex and 
beyond the scope of this paper. We do note that many of the design issues we discuss (e.g., around 
benchmarks) apply analogously to episode-based payments. 

We start with some background on the importance of payment reform in TM and design lessons from 
APMs to date. We then sketch our proposed payment system and discuss the rationale for its key 
features.  We do not discuss the tactical issues of how to transition to the APM environment we 
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envision (i.e., how to refine and coordinate existing models), focusing instead on design 
considerations.   

Our vision includes the following recommendations for a multi-track population-based payment 
model, which we lay out in our sketch of the model’s major elements (tracks, participation incentives, 
benchmarks, risk adjustment and health equity, and ACO definition): 

Recommendation #1: Define a parsimonious set of tracks that: 
a. Accommodates different types of providers 
b. Permanently avails a low-risk option for eligible (smaller) organizations to promote entry of 

innovative delivery models and encourage participation by providers that do not need much 
downside risk to have strong incentives to lower spending 

c. Restricts options for large organizations to tracks with high levels of population-based risk. 

Recommendation #2: Establish stronger participation incentives for providers, and 
particularly strong incentives for large organizations. Possible examples of policies that would 
strengthen participation incentives might include: 

a. Applying site neutral payments to hospitals in non-participating health systems 
b. Excluding hospitals in non-participating health systems from the 340B Drug Pricing 

Program 
c. Offering primary care capitation payments above current levels of primary care spending 
d. Allowing payment parity for telemedicine to expire at the conclusion of the public health 

emergency 

Recommendation #3: Set benchmarks in a way that provides an “on-ramp” for ACOs with high 
spending, allows divergence from observed FFS spending, is unaffected by an ACO’s own performance, 
and thereby strengthens incentives for participation and long-term savings. 

Recommendation #4: Improve risk adjustment systems to limit profits from coding. 

Recommendation #5: Promote health equity by: 
a. Allocating more resources through the payment system to underserved and/or socially 

disadvantaged groups (via risk adjustment that departs from the statistical goal of 
predicting spending to set payment according to social goals) 

b. Giving ACOs flexibility to attract those groups with beneficiary enhancements that address 
disparities. 

Recommendation #6: Revise the definition of ACOs to reflect organizations as defined by 
ownership to: limit gains from strategic participation by parts of organizations, promote collection of 
data on provider ownership, and support antitrust efforts to monitor the implications of ACO 
contracting for competition. 
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1 Background  

1.1 The Case for APMs 

Efficient production of health care, or any product for that matter, requires producers to be able to 
select the most efficient combination of inputs necessary to produce the output. In health care, we 
should think of individual services (office visits, procedures, diagnostic tests, etc.) as inputs, and health 
as the output. Thus, efficiency requires the optimal mix of service use.  Because FFS payment rewards 
specific inputs over others, it can be an impediment to efficiency.  A provider that avoids an unneeded 
service is not rewarded financially. Accordingly, fiscal sustainability in a FFS system is generally 
dependent on the level and growth of prices. Indeed, fee growth in the Medicare program is set to rise 
at sub-inflation rates for the next decade, making further fee cuts a politically challenging strategy to 
curb Medicare spending growth that is projected to exceed GDP growth. 

In principle, a payment system that delegates financial risk to providers establishes accountability 
among those best positioned to judge value and configure the delivery system to support high-value 
care. By decoupling revenue from service provision, such a system gives providers the flexibility to 
deliver a set of services they consider best and share in the savings when they opt for a more efficient 
set of services. Given the amount of wasteful care currently delivered, providers who would otherwise 
face declining inflation-adjusted fees can prosper in a system in which they benefit from efficiency 
gains.  

Historically in Medicare, population-based accountability to encourage efficiency has been 
implemented by delegating risk primarily to private health plans (i.e., the Medicare Advantage [MA] 
program). Compared to providers, MA plans have additional tools at their disposal to limit wasteful 
care, including benefit design, network construction, and utilization management techniques such as 
prior authorization. The Medicare program, by statute, prohibits use of these tools directly in any 
significant way, because a founding principle is that Medicare will not interfere with the practice of 
medicine. As a result, beneficiaries who are willing to accept limits on care in the MA program are 
rewarded with more generous benefits, thereby sharing in the efficiencies (and various overpayments 
to MA plans). If MA efficiencies are sufficiently large, the MA program may outcompete the TM sector.   

But in the meantime, many beneficiaries do not want to accept the MA restrictions, making it 
imperative to design payment in TM to encourage efficient, equitable, high-quality care.  For this 
reason, this paper focuses on APMs in TM, but this focus should not be interpreted as an argument 
favoring APMs in TM over MA. Our focus simply acknowledges that over half of Medicare beneficiaries 
are currently enrolled in TM and that TM remains a major determinant of Medicare’s fiscal health.22   

In this spirit, risk contracting with the delivery system (e.g., via ACO models) offers an appealing policy 
direction. If successful, it reduces the need to rely on alternative strategies for controlling Medicare 
spending — namely, increasing cost sharing (which lowers utilization, but indiscriminately so) or 
reducing provider fees (which fails to incent efficiency and largely leaves volume unconstrained).23 
The ACO model also offers some potential advantages over MA that should not be left unexplored; 
these include directly shifting accountability to providers and lower administrative costs. We do not 
debate the relative merits of risk contracting with plans vs. providers (or both) here, noting only that 
we would prefer to see MA demonstrate its comparative advantage in a horse race rather than make 
its dominance a foregone conclusion by allowing it to run under favorable rules.   

Importantly, population-based payment models are also critical for promoting health equity because, 
unlike FFS, they can flexibly support resource allocation based on patients’ needs rather than purely 
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based on patients’ use of care. Specifically, the risk adjustment system in a population-based payment 
model distributes payment according to patient characteristics. Population-based payments can thus 
be set to avail additional resources for specific groups to correct underuse, improve deficient care from 
under-resourced providers, or address social determinants. This already happens in population-based 
payments to some extent under current risk-adjustment methods. For example, after adjusting for 
clinical conditions, FFS spending for low-income patients tends to be lower than for high-income 
patients. Since income is omitted from current risk-adjustment models, a risk-adjusted population-
based payment should increase spending for low-income patients with a given set of conditions above 
current FFS spending (and decrease spending for high-income patients below current levels). Payment 
increases for disadvantaged groups should provide a stronger financial incentive for providers to 
attract those groups. In addition to supporting equity goals through resource allocation, population-
based payment models also facilitate strategies for reducing health disparities by allowing more 
flexible use of inputs (including those intended to address social determinants of health). 

1.2  Brief Summary of Evidence and Lessons for Design  

1.2.1 Savings 

ACO models to date have elicited unambiguous but modest behavioral change by health care providers, 
as demonstrated by gross savings. Yet net savings, which account for bonuses, have been inconsistent 
across models.24–31 That we have seen even modest spending reductions is arguably surprising given 
how weak the incentives have been due to a variety of factors. In particular, ACOs that lower spending 
have been penalized with lower subsequent benchmarks either explicitly when renewing a contract in 
the SSP or implicitly when switching to a different ACO model. This performance-based rebasing (i.e., 
resetting of benchmarks) greatly weakens incentives to ever save and discourages participation 
because organizations compete with themselves and success begets failure.32 

The evidence is also clear that the gross savings have been greater when incentives have been stronger. 
For example, relative to hospital-based health systems, physician-based ACOs have stronger 
incentives to lower spending because they provide less of the spectrum of care and are thus better 
shielded from offsetting losses in FFS profits when reducing waste. Unlike physician groups, health 
systems also are saddled with the fixed cost of hospital care, whether or not their ACO patients use it. 
ACOs with initially high spending also have stronger incentives to save, assuming the costs of lowering 
spending are lower when spending is higher (i.e., it is easier to cut waste when there is more of it). For 
similar reasons, incentives to reduce post-acute facility spending are stronger than for other types of 
care; post-acute care is a major source of wasteful spending and typically not provided by the risk-
bearing entity in an APM. This variability in incentives has played out as expected, with greater savings 
generated by physician group ACOs, by ACOs with higher baseline spending, and in post-acute 
care.24,26,29,30 Similarly in the Comprehensive Care for Joint Replacement (CJR) model, hospitals with 
higher spending for lower extremity joint replacement episodes have generated greater post-acute 
savings than hospitals with lower spending.33,34  

1.2.2 Participation  

Voluntary APMs have been subject to increasingly selective participation as benchmarks based on 
providers’ historical spending have been blended with regional spending in the context of 
performance-based rebasing and downside risk requirements. This has been clearly documented in 
the SSP and CJR, as ACOs (or hospitals) with spending above the regional average have 
disproportionately dropped out in response to lower benchmarks under regionalization.14,15,33,35,36 A 
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regional benchmark does offer some advantages. It weakens the connection between an ACO’s savings 
and its subsequent benchmark, thereby strengthening incentives to save, and it can sever the link 
entirely if the ACO’s own spending is excluded from the regional spending used to set benchmarks. In 
principle, a common regional benchmark also establishes an “even playing field” for competing ACOs 
in a market, which can encourage efficient providers to expand and less efficient providers to contract.  

However, regional benchmarks rely heavily on risk adjustment to account for variation across ACOs 
in health risk. If risk adjustment is inadequate, regional benchmarks establish an uneven playing field 
in that they disadvantage ACOs serving higher-cost patients. Moreover, for ACOs with high spending, 
a benchmark that blends historical and regional spending diminishes the short-term incentives to 
participate by shrinking the achievable financial bonus. When coupled with downside risk that 
imposes higher likelihood of losses in the short term and rebasing that removes the longer-term gains 
from lowering spending, such ACOs are left with little incentive to participate in a voluntary model. 

It is therefore not surprising that selective participation has ensued after a 2017 SSP rule change began 
blending ACOs’ historical benchmarks with regional spending and the 2019 rule changes in “Pathways 
to Success” accelerated the timetable for downside risk requirements, all occurring against a backdrop 
of continued rebasing.  

The selective participation is costly for two reasons. Providers with higher spending A) have greater 
savings potential which is foregone when they drop out and B) are more likely to pay penalties, which 
partially offset the bonuses distributed to ACOs with lower spending. In the long run, a model that 
rewards already efficient providers may not constitute bad policy, all else equal. But a successful model 
must allow others to eventually gain from efficiency. And the upfront subsidies to efficient providers 
make program-level savings challenging to achieve in the short term. This presents a problem 
particularly for CMMI models if demonstrable savings are required for model expansion. 

Finally, while stronger incentives generally seem to be associated with larger savings, there is no clear 
evidence that downside risk, in particular, has accelerated savings. Some have pointed to the 
association between participation in a SSP track with downside risk and savings (i.e., the difference 
between spending and benchmarks), but this association is largely, if not entirely, due to selective entry 
into those tracks by ACOs with already lower spending.37 For those ACOs, tracks with downside risk 
pose minimal risk but offer higher savings rates and are thus attractive. All else equal, downside risk 
strengthens ACO incentives to save, but the participation losses associated with downside 
requirements (in the context of rebasing and regionalized benchmarks) have selected for participants 
with weaker incentives in other ways, as smaller ACOs and ACOs with high spending have 
disproportionately exited.  

1.3  Lessons for Design 
1.3.1 Savings  

If incentives to save are strengthened, we should be optimistic that a multi-track population-based 
payment model can achieve greater savings than the modestly successful existing population-based 
models. Performance-based rebasing has been particularly problematic in eroding incentives. 
Downside risk has not been necessary for lower-revenue ACOs (physician groups) to generate net 
savings but may be necessary for eliciting a stronger response from health systems. 
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1.3.2 Participation  

Incentives to participate are critical, and participation by providers with high spending (and thus the 
greatest savings potential) is especially important. Accordingly, convergence in benchmarks from a 
historical to a common regional basis needs to be gradual in a voluntary model to give providers with 
high spending an “on-ramp.” Moreover, establishing incentives to save in the long run is critical for 
incentives to participate (and save) in the short run; this requires articulation of a long-term vision for 
payment in TM. Theoretically, with other design features in place, a purely voluntary model can “work” 
by allowing providers to continually gain from efficiency improvements even as spending growth 
slows, but this may not reach policy goals as quickly as desired. Thus, complementary policies that 
encourage participation are necessary to meet policy goals. 

2 A Multi-Track Population-Based Payment Model: Sketch and Rationale 
2.1 Core Vision 

Our vision includes the following recommendations for a multi-track population-based payment 
model: 

Recommendation #1: Define a parsimonious set of tracks that: 
a. Accommodates different types of providers 
b. Permanently avails a low-risk option for eligible (smaller) organizations to promote entry of 

innovative delivery models and encourage participation by providers that do not need much 
downside risk to have strong incentives to lower spending 

c. Restrict options for large organizations to tracks with high levels of population-based risk. 

Recommendation #2: Establish stronger participation incentives for providers, and 
particularly strong incentives for large organizations. Possible examples of policies that would 
strengthen participation incentives might include: 

a. Applying site neutral payments to hospitals in non-participating health systems 
b. Excluding hospitals in non-participating health systems from the 340B Drug Pricing 

Program 
c. Offering primary care capitation payments above current levels of primary care spending 
d. Allowing payment parity for telemedicine to expire at the conclusion of the public health 

emergency. 

Recommendation #3: Set benchmarks in a way that provides an “on-ramp” for ACOs with high 
spending, allows divergence from observed FFS spending, is unaffected by an ACO’s own performance, 
and thereby strengthens incentives for participation and long-term savings. 

Recommendation #4: Improve risk adjustment systems to limit profits from coding. 

Recommendation #5: Promote health equity by: 
a. Allocating more resources through the payment system to underserved and/or socially 

disadvantaged groups (via risk adjustment that departs from the statistical goal of 
predicting spending to set payment according to social goals) 

b. Giving ACOs flexibility to attract those groups with beneficiary enhancements that address 
disparities. 

Recommendation #6: Revise the definition of ACOs to reflect organizations as defined by 
ownership to: limit gains from strategic participation by parts of organizations, promote collection of 
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data on provider ownership, and support antitrust efforts to monitor the implications of ACO 
contracting for competition. 

Below, we provide a sketch of each major element of a multi-track population-based payment model 
along with the rationale for the proposed design. We focus on tracks, participation incentives, 
benchmarks, risk adjustment and health equity, ACO definition, and their interactions. Although 
important, we focus less on other aspects of ACO model design, including patient attribution, 
prospective payment mechanisms to support sub-contracting between ACOs and their networks, 
regulatory relief, and multi-payer alignment, as we believe improvements in these areas can be 
conceived independent of the core design of a multi-track model. Likewise, we do not comment on the 
quality (pay-for-performance) component of ACO models. We note, however, that the flexibility 
providers have under population-based payment to select services that optimize patient health and 
experiences may alone result in quality improvement, improvement that may far exceed what is 
accomplished through quality bonuses, particularly considering the limited impact of pay-for-
performance schemes to date.38 We also discuss how health equity can be promoted through payment 
adjustments and pass-through mechanisms, without relying on fraught strategies that link payment 
to reducing disparities in performance on a limited set of measures.  

In the penultimate section, we lay out some considerations for the role of episode-based payments. We 
believe episode-based payments can play an important role in advancing the goals of payment reform 
but the focus of this paper is the design of a broad population-based payment model. 

Throughout we assume that provider participation will not be mandatory per se and thus that model 
parameters must be set with participation incentives in mind. That being said, we cannot overstate the 
importance of implementing stronger measures to encourage participation, without which progress 
will be slow. We do not opine extensively on which levers to pull, as this is constrained to no small 
extent by politics, but some must be pulled, and we identify several potentially effective strategies. 
Finally, we do not comment on regulatory strategy for implementing a multi-track model like the one 
we describe; CMS and CMMI will need to build on existing models and coordinate in the operation 
and expansion of a broader, more cohesive portfolio model. Rather we focus on core conceptual 
considerations that should drive process and design. 

2.2 Tracks 

2.2.1 Sketch 

The table below summarizes the tracks we believe important to make permanently available: 
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Track 
Provider eligibility 
based on 
size/revenue 

Spending 
in risk 
contract 

Upside/ 
downside 
risk-
sharing 

Participation 
incentives 

 

Existing or 
past models 
with shared 
features 

0 
 

Restricted to small, 
low-revenue groups 
(e.g., small PCP 
practices) 

Primary care 100/100 Strong 

Advanced 
primary care 
(CPC+, Primary 
Care First) 

1 

Restricted to 
medium-sized or low-
revenue groups and 
Track 0 eligible (e.g., 
large primary care-
oriented group) 

Total A&B 50/10 Strong SSP Track 1+ 

2 

Restricted to large, 
higher-revenue 
organizations and 
Track 0-1 eligible  
(e.g., large 
multispecialty group) 

Total A&B 75/75 Very strong 

SSP 
ENHANCED, 
Professional 
Direct 
Contracting 

3 

Restricted to large, 
highest-revenue 
organizations and 
Track 0-2 
eligible(e.g., hospital-
based health systems) 

Total A&B 
100/100 

 
Very strong 

Next Gen, Global 
Direct 
Contracting 

 
Each track would have eligibility requirements based on size and revenue thresholds, where revenue 
refers to the construct used to establish track options in the SSP (loosely, the proportion of Medicare 
spending for an ACO’s attributed population that the ACO receives as revenue). Track 0 is an advanced 
primary care track with primary care capitation for which only small independent primary care 
practices are eligible. Progressively larger and higher-revenue ACOs would be eligible only for higher 
tracks in which the risk contract covers total Part A and B spending, but providers eligible for a lower 
track could always move up tracks. Thus, a large hospital-based health system would only be eligible 
for Track 3, but a large primary care group would be eligible for Track 1, 2, or 3. Eligibility thresholds 
based on size (e.g., number of clinicians) and revenue would have to be established. This has precedent 
in the SSP. Unlike the SSP, there would be no forced glidepath; if an organization is eligible for Track 
1, it could remain in Track 1 indefinitely but would have the opportunity to appropriate a greater share 
of its savings if it opted to participate in higher tracks. For higher tracks (2-3), greater downside risk 
would be imposed, coupled with stronger participation incentives for the large organizations ineligible 
for lower-risk tracks. The much higher savings rates give all providers an incentive to participate in 
higher tracks and can be coupled with other advantageous features specific to the higher-risk tracks 
(e.g., the prospective payment mechanisms for ACOs and their networks like those available in Direct 
Contracting).  

In the last column, we note some existing or retired tracks or models that share features with our 
proposed tracks. The purpose of this column is to convey that many elements have been in place, but 
as discussed below in our section on benchmarks, substantial redesigns are necessary for advancing a 
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multi-track model. Thus, the models or tracks noted in this column may or may not serve directly as 
building blocks for the proposed tracks, but we note them to ground our sketch in the last 10 years of 
ACO experimentation. Moreover, we fully expect continued innovations within each track after the 
foundation for a multi-track model is laid; thus, the building blocks will continue to evolve. 

2.2.2 Rationale 

We view Track 0 as a means to give small primary care practices more flexibility in primary care 
delivery and encourage the adoption of advanced care processes. Small primary care practices could 
then enter a higher track alone or after joining a larger group, perhaps with the help of an aggregator, 
or remain in Track 0 indefinitely. Given the apparently inexorable decline in the proportion of 
clinicians in practices of fewer than 5 clinicians, driven in part by consolidation and in part by 
workforce turnover, we do not anticipate that a large proportion of beneficiaries will be served by Track 
0 by 2030.39  Primary care capitation could be a key feature of Track 1, too, ensuring that primary care 
practices in that partial-risk track do not lose revenue as they deviate from FFS-driven behavior in 
efforts to enhance primary care and lower total spending.  

The rationale for greater downside risk in higher tracks is that incentives to save can be strong for 
lower-revenue organizations in contracts with minimal downside risk but are inherently weak for 
higher-revenue organizations without substantial downside risk, because reducing provision of 
services cannibalizes existing FFS profits. In addition, a higher-revenue organization also has lower 
“contract penetration,” meaning the proportion of its total revenue exposed to its ACO contract is 
lower: since patient attribution is based on primary care provision, only a subset of patients will be 
assigned.40 Low contract penetration weakens incentives to implement systemic changes that reduce 
unnecessary utilization for all patients served (negative spillovers). In contrast, contract penetration 
approximates 100% for a primary care group. 

Permanently availing the lower-risk Track 1, as opposed to forcing progression to a higher-risk track 
over time for all participants, encourages more participation by smaller organizations by limiting 
downside risk requirements, thereby exposing more providers to incentives to lower spending. That 
is, since downside risk is not necessary for smaller organizations to have strong incentives to save, 
requiring track progression as a condition of continued participation may severely compromise 
participation without clear gains in terms of eliciting efficiencies. While our recommended design may 
appear to shield smaller organizations from bearing additional risk, the value of using risk to achieve 
savings is lower for those providers. Our proposed tracks also encourage groups capable of managing 
downside risk – whether alone or in partnership with an aggregator – to move up tracks.  

A permanent low-risk track also serves two additional important purposes. First, it encourages (de-
risks) entry of innovative delivery models by removing the prospect of losses under the payment model 
from entry decisions. Delivery system transformation is fraught with uncertainty in terms of its net 
effect on spending. Moreover, new approaches may be particularly important where spending falls 
systematically above benchmarks due to inefficiency. New care delivery models can be trialed by 
innovative providers in Track 1 and then scaled up in Tracks 2 or 3 if successful or refined within Track 
1 if not initially successful. Of course, limiting downside risk does not limit the risk of investing in 
strategies that ultimately do not yield returns. Second, it serves as an outlet for providers hurt by 
imperfect risk adjustment, runaway spending in consolidated specialist or hospital markets that 
primary care-based groups cannot control, or exogenous variation in spending that poses large losses 
relative to small groups’ financial reserves. 
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2.3 Participation Incentives 
2.3.1 Sketch  

Current law already offers some direct financial incentives for ACO participation. Under the Medicare 
Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015 (MACRA), providers that participate in ACO models 
that involve sufficient downside risk (as well as certain other APMs) are currently eligible for a bonus 
payment equal to 5 percent of their physician fee schedule revenue, although this participation 
incentive is currently scheduled to go away after 2022. Over the longer-run, MACRA also specifies that 
payment rates for physicians participating in suitable APMs will rise 0.5 percentage points per year 
faster than those of non-participating providers. More generally, slow fee growth embodied in current 
law should make participation in ACO models increasingly attractive over time. The CMS Office of the 
Actuary (OACT) projects that Part B fees will grow 1.2% slower than inflation through 2030, or growth 
in real prices of -1.2%. As FFS margins fall in real dollars, providing more efficient care as an ACO 
eventually dominates providing less efficient care as a non-ACO.  

The evidence reviewed above indicates that the existing incentives have not been adequate to ensure 
adequate participation, and the dynamics described above that will tend to strengthen those incentives 
over time will likely take years to play out. As discussed elsewhere in this paper, other aspects of model 
design, including benchmarks and related long-term savings opportunities are also important 
determinants of participation, and our recommended approach should further encourage 
participation over time. But policymakers would also be wise to implement additional direct 
participation incentives. 

The federal government possess substantial leverage that can be used in various ways and to varying 
extents to promote participation, including mandating APM participation as a condition of 
participation in the Medicare program. Short of a mandate, we offer below several complementary 
changes to FFS payment and ACO model design that should effectively encourage participation and 
arguably help address distortions in payment subsidies as standalone policies. This list is not intended 
to be exhaustive. A host of additional model features (e.g., regulatory waivers, flexibility in beneficiary 
enhancements, and prospective cash flows) may be important to attract providers, and other payment 
changes may be equally or more effective. Our suggestions are meant to be illustrative examples of the 
types of changes that could be used to encourage participation and thus allow a population-based 
payment model to achieve its objectives. Two of the four recommendation focus particularly on 
participation incentives for hospital-based health systems, which have weak incentives as ACOs due 
to low contract penetration and would be required to assume substantial financial risk in our proposed 
set of tracks: 

1. Apply site neutral payments to hospital outpatient facilities owned by non-participating 
health systems (i.e., lower rates to those set by Medicare for the non-facility office setting). 

2. Exclude hospitals in non-participating health systems from eligibility for the 340B Drug 
Pricing Program. 

3. For primary care practices in Tracks 1-3, offer primary care capitation payments that exceed 
current levels of primary care spending and are not clawed back as losses under the status 
quo. 

4. Allow payment parity for telemedicine to expire at the conclusion of the public health 
emergency. 
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2.3.2 Rationale 

For a population-based payment model to reach its potential, incentives to participate must be much 
stronger than they are currently. Strong participation incentives not only limit the fiscal impact of 
subsidies to already efficient providers (by allowing Medicare to recoup more penalties), but also 
extend model incentives to more providers (begetting more savings) and bolster the rewards for 
efficiency by granting efficient participants a better market position relative to inefficient providers 
(who may otherwise be similarly or more profitable as a non-participant under the FFS status quo). 
Given the higher level of downside risk in higher tracks, particularly strong participation incentives 
will be needed for larger, higher-revenue organizations.  

The first two recommendations make participation more appealing for hospital-based health systems 
by making the FFS alternative significantly less attractive. All else equal, a system will prefer 
participation in Track 3 as long as any expected losses from spending in excess of its benchmark are 
smaller than the alternative reduction in profits from site-neutral payments and 340B exclusion. One 
might argue that site-neutral payments and 340B reform should be pursued regardless of ACO 
participation, as the profit differentials between settings are distortionary, for example causing vertical 
consolidation between hospitals and physicians that increases spending without gains in quality. Such 
wholesale reform, however, is likely to encounter fierce political opposition. Moreover, although our 
recommendation would preserve hospital facility fees in ACO benchmarks, initially advantaging health 
systems, this advantage would be slowly phased out via the benchmark convergence we describe 
below. Likewise, our recommendation would not preclude 340B reform at a later date. 

The third recommendation should make Tracks 1-3 appealing to primary care-oriented physician 
groups otherwise choosing to participate in Track 0 or not participate at all, as their revenue would be 
higher under the status quo. In general, primary care capitation should be attractive to ACOs, as it 
supports primary care practice efforts to reduce total spending by altering the provision of primary 
care in ways that would otherwise reduce their own FFS revenue (e.g., by redirecting clinician time to 
phone and population health management). The costs of achieving such efficiencies through advanced 
primary care delivery, however, may exceed current levels of primary care practice revenue. More 
generally, it is widely believed that spending on primary care is too low. One approach that has been 
taken is to avail primary care capitation payments in excess of current FFS primary care revenue but 
then count the excess payments against the ACO in the calculation of savings and losses (thus the 
additional payments are clawed back as losses or smaller savings to maintain budget neutrality). That 
approach affects participation incentives minimally as it merely offers ACOs a cash advance. In 
contrast, excluding the additional primary care capitation payment from the calculation of savings and 
losses creates a strong participation incentive. While the additional payments may be viewed as adding 
to program costs in static calculations, we believe the evidence to date strongly supports consideration 
of offsetting savings by the ACOs drawn into the program. With health system participation 
additionally subject to the first two recommendations, additional primary care payments should 
primarily affect participation by physician groups, which have achieved greater savings to date, 
including net savings in upside only contracts. For example, if primary care spending accounts for 4% 
of total spending, a 10% increase in primary care capitation payments would be offset by a 20% 
incremental increase in participation by physician group ACOs achieving average net savings of 2%. 
We note that the ACO Investment Model (AIM) more than offsets additional payments within 3 years. 
Should direct financing be required, a small reduction in payments to non-primary-care providers 
could be considered, one that is small enough to be non-distortionary. A 5% increase in primary care 
capitation to an ACO, for example, could be financed by a 0.2% reduction in other payments for the 
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ACO’s patients with minimal concern that the reduction would cause providers to avoid the ACO’s 
patients (particularly if nearly all patients are in an ACO). A lesser increase in primary care capitation 
payments could be offered to Track 0 participants while preserving incentives to move up tracks.  

Finally, the fourth recommendation (to allow payment parity for telemedicine to expire) should greatly 
strengthen patient preferences for ACOs over non-ACO providers and thus incentives for ACO 
participation. Virtual care is likely to remain in high demand by patients. Even in the absence of FFS 
reimbursement for telemedicine, ACO contracts establish incentives for providers to shift in-person 
care to lower-cost virtual modes where possible, and to leverage remote care delivery models to 
substitute for higher cost specialty or facility care. Non-participating providers have incentives to 
substitute telemedicine for in-person care only if FFS profits are preserved or expanded. Thus, 
allowing payment parity for telemedicine to expire could be a powerful lever to encourage ACO model 
participation. To address unintended consequences of this policy for patient and providers in areas 
where telemedicine is particularly valuable and ACO formation potentially challenging, exceptions 
could be made or models like AIM availed. 

2.4 Benchmarks 
2.4.1 Sketch 

The objectives of benchmark setting are to establish incentives to participate and save and constrain 
spending growth to desirable rates. To achieve these objectives we recommend a general approach in 
which benchmarks are: A) set to provide an “on-ramp” for providers with high spending and converged 
slowly within regions; B) updated at rates below projected FFS spending growth under current law but 
decoupled from observed (i.e., empirical or realized) FFS spending growth to permit benchmarks to 
grow faster than FFS spending (allowing a “wedge” to develop between the two); C) never rebased 
according to an ACO’s own performance, and D) eventually subjected to policy updates informed by 
FFS spending and other trends. We offer the following sketch for how this might be implemented, 
acknowledging that there are many specific forms this general approach could take: 
• The basis for an ACO’s initial benchmark would be its own historical spending average or its 

most recent benchmark if the ACO is an incumbent participant completing a contract (both 
subject to health equity adjustments discussed below). 

• For an initial convergence phase (e.g., from model start through 2029), the benchmark would be 
updated annually at the projected rate of FFS spending growth (the projection at the launch of 
the program) minus a savings factor that is larger for ACOs with higher spending than their 
region. Convergence toward a regional average would be gradual and initiated immediately for 
Tracks 2-3 and after 2 years for Track 1. The savings factor ensures that a model is scored to save 
relative to current law. 
o Through 2030, for example, OACT projects ~5.6% annual growth in demographically 

adjusted per-beneficiary Part A and B spending, including 3.8% annual growth in 
volume/intensity and 1.8% growth in nominal prices, which is 0.7% below expected inflation, 
constituting negative growth in real prices.41  

o The schedule of savings factors by regional efficiency might look like: 
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Regional efficiency: risk-adjusted 
spending relative to region in 
years (t-3) to (t-1) 

Savings factor for 
year t 

Benchmark increase 
from year t-1 to t 

Quartile 1 (highest spending for region) -0.8% 4.8% 

Quartile 2 -0.5% 5.1% 

Quartile 3 -0.3% 5.3% 

Quartile 4 (lowest spending for region) 0.0% 5.6% 

 
As implied by the notation, the regional efficiency assessment can be done yearly such that ACOs 
moving into a more efficient category are rewarded with more favorable benchmark trends. For two 
ACOs in the same market with baseline per-beneficiary spending of $12,000 and $11,000, the above 
schedule would reduce the benchmark difference in half after 7 years. To avoid cliff effects caused by 
quartile thresholds, a more continuous schedule could be followed. 
• During the convergence phase, benchmark updates would be adjusted annually for changes in 

patient risk and ACO provider composition but never rebased to ACOs’ newly achieved spending 
levels. 

• The updates would also ensure that benchmarks grow for all ACOs at a rate that is faster than the 
rate of growth in administratively set fees (including any fee updates); this also ensures that the 
savings factor is smaller than the projected rate of growth in service volume and intensity. 

• To address projection errors due to unforeseen changes in demand or technological development 
and to preserve an element of yardstick competition (savings depend in part on an ACO’s 
performance relative to others), the updates could also be blended with an empirical component 
based on realized trends in FFS spending (or updated projections).  

• After the convergence phase, benchmarks in a given region (currently the county is used) would 
be set on a common risk-adjusted basis across all ACOs serving the region and updated at 
region-specific rates (i.e., eliminating between-ACO differences within regions in risk-adjusted 
benchmark levels and growth, other than potential policy adjustments for certain organizational 
characteristics such as safety net status). A region’s baseline unadjusted benchmark in the initial 
year of this next phase would equal a weighted average of constituent ACOs’ most recent 
benchmarks (assuming all beneficiaries in the region are aligned with an ACO by then). With 
ACOs’ baseline spending at program launch no longer influencing benchmarks, within-region 
differences in ACO benchmarks would be determined entirely by the risk adjustment system 
(hopefully improved by this point).  

• Benchmark updates during this next phase would be set administratively at a socially desirable 
rate informed by fee growth (to protect providers against losses from fee increases set by 
Congress) and various other trends such as GDP growth, with periodic system-wide rebasing 
informed by FFS spending. For example, if ACOs succeed under our proposed approach such 
that a large wedge develops (e.g., benchmarks = 115% of realized FFS spending), benchmarks 
might be reset to a new launch point (e.g., to 110% of FFS spending) if ACO profits are thought to 
be excessive and revisited again after another period has elapsed. The key is not to claw back the 
difference in full.  

• Regional benchmarks for ACOs in this next phase could be harmonized with MA, meaning that 
benchmarks for a beneficiary with the same risk score in the same region would be the same in 
either program. With an ACO program spanning traditional Medicare, ACO benchmarks instead 
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of FFS spending could serve as the cap on plan bids. The extent of desired national convergence 
would be considered and pursued through geographic adjustments. 

2.4.2 Rationale  

To motivate our proposed approach, we first consider the current approach to setting benchmarks in 
Medicare, which is to use empirical levels and trends in FFS spending. This approach is attractive when 
the empirical basis for benchmarks is derived from an external sector and thus provides a status quo 
for risk contracts to beat. The sector of Medicare that is external to MA and ACOs presents a potential 
external basis but has been rapidly diminishing. Of the approximately 57.8 million Medicare 
beneficiaries enrolled in both Part A and B, approximately 39.4 million (68.2%) are currently enrolled 
in MA or attributed to an ACO or direct contracting entity, and this proportion is even higher in many 
geographic markets.12,13 If the policy goal is to expand MA and ACOs to cover the entire Medicare 
program, as has been stated, an empirically derived benchmark could no longer be external.  

Empirical benchmarks that are internal reflect the effects of risk contracts, presenting two problems. 
First, when benchmarks are set such that an ACO’s own effect on FFS spending affects its subsequent 
benchmark, its incentives to lower spending are weakened. Currently in the SSP, for example, this 
ACO-specific ratchet effect occurs both through the rebasing of an ACO’s historical benchmarks at the 
end of a contract period to its most recent spending level and through the feedback of an ACO’s impact 
on its region’s spending, which is used to blend its historical benchmark toward the region. Because 
current policy gives increasing weight to regional FFS spending in setting ACO benchmarks, the latter 
variant of the ratchet effect is a particular concern for ACOs that account for a substantial share of 
their region’s population. This concern has been raised by ACOs, and CMS is currently seeking 
comment on approaches to address it.42 One suggested approach is to remove an ACO’s own 
contribution from the regional spending used to set its benchmark. However, this attempt to recover 
an external benchmark introduces other problems because the ACO’s population determines what is 
considered to be external. Specifically, the approach disadvantages ACOs with risk-adjusted spending 
that is high for their region and strengthens incentives for ACOs to select patients with favorable risks 
(doing so both lowers their spending and increases their benchmarks).  

Second, even with the link between ACOs’ own performance and benchmarks severed, setting 
benchmarks based on observed FFS spending requires an ACO to outcompete other providers to be 
rewarded for any efficiency gains. While such yardstick competition could be an appealing way to 
intensify incentives to lower spending in a mandatory program, setting benchmarks to chase FFS 
spending in a voluntary program (a population-wide ratchet effect) will make participation 
unappealing to providers who are unable to be more efficient than average (or who serve patients who 
are more costly than risk adjustment predicts). As ACOs slow FFS spending growth in response to 
contract incentives, their ability to do so will vary. Thus, as empirical FFS spending (which will be 
driven by ACOs in an expanded ACO program) diverges from what FFS spending would be in the 
absence of ACOs, a benchmark update that follows empirical FFS spending growth allows only some 
ACOs to share in the savings even if all ACOs slow spending growth. Because of lower resulting 
participation, such an approach would in turn be less successful in slowing spending growth. Even in 
a mandatory program, benchmarks that follow realized FFS spending may be undesirably low for two 
reasons. First, if providers are using their flexibility as ACOs to provide valuable services that are not 
reimbursed under FFS (a key advantage of the model), a decreasing share of the costs of care would 
be reflected in FFS spending. Second, intense competitive pressures to outsave each other may result 
in underprovision of care. 
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For these reasons, at least part of the basis for benchmarks needs to be decoupled from realized FFS 
spending; that is, an administered component is required. While benchmarks should grow slower than 
projected FFS spending (e.g., 5.6% as above) when a goal is to slow spending growth, it should be 
permitted to grow faster than realized FFS spending (which should be slower than 5.6% due to ACO 
incentives). An approach like the sketch above allows benchmarks to grow at a faster rate than realized 
FFS spending as ACOs slow spending growth. This “wedge” avails greater opportunity for ACOs to 
profit from efficient care, even as payments (benchmarks) are constrained below projected spending.  

As spending projections will begin to reflect the impact of ACOs on spending when they are updated 
annually, our recommended approach would hold the administered benchmark updates constant over 
multiple years at the rate administratively set at the outset. We note that there is precedent for this. 
For example, Maryland’s Global Budget Revenue model set all-payer per capita hospital global budgets 
to beat a preset spending growth rate at the outset of the program.43 Eventually, administered 
benchmark updates will likely need to be set at a rate informed by other trends. That process deserves 
more thought and discussion that is beyond the scope of this paper, which focuses more on the next 
10 years than the subsequent 10. We anticipate that it should consider administered fee growth (to 
ensure that providers are not penalized for price increases set by Congress) and the growth of the 
economy. As noted in the example above, we also anticipate periodic reassessments that may lead to 
population-wide rebasing of benchmarks if the wedge between benchmarks and FFS spending is 
judged to be too large.  

Our suggested approach for administered benchmark updates could be blended with empirical FFS 
spending growth to preserve an element of yardstick competition and partially reflect unexpected 
changes in spending due to important new technologies, changes in evidence, or unforeseen 
circumstances. Peer groups (e.g., peer regions) could be used to allow the empirical component to vary 
while addressing the current incentive problems introduced by linking an ACO’s benchmark to its 
region’s spending (as described above). A benchmark that incorporates an empirical component could 
still be set in advance of each performance year, as strongly desired by most ACOs, for example by 
blending the initial projected rate of spending growth (at program launch) with an updated projection 
that reflects such developments. Incorporating updated FFS spending projections (that reflect the 
effects of ACOs) should discourage participation less once ACOs have achieved efficiencies and a 
wedge has developed between benchmarks and realized FFS spending.  

An alternative to administratively set benchmarks is to establish a competitive bidding process in 
which ACOs submit bids and benchmarks are set, for example, at the average of the bids in a region. 
While this approach is appealing in that it avoids the problems of administered payment systems, we 
are not confident that competition is sufficiently strong in provider markets to support such a system. 
Though this could be tested, stronger competition policy would likely be necessary. A competitive 
bidding process could also be implemented in the context of an administered cap on benchmarks, but 
another concern (as with yardstick competition) is that such a competitive bidding process could lead 
to benchmarks that are too low (a race to the bottom). 

The approach we outline also severs the link between an ACO’s impact on spending and its benchmark, 
thereby strengthening incentives to lower spending. ACOs that are able to lower spending below their 
benchmarks can be assured of returns beyond a 3 to 5 year contract period. This should diminish the 
sensitivity of ACO participation decisions to the short-term consequences of downside risk and 
benchmark convergence toward a regional average. Nevertheless, we favor slow convergence and 
limited downside for Track 1. Assuming strong measures to push participation among organizations 
eligible only for Tracks 2-3, the pace of convergence could be somewhat faster. “Pathways to Success” 
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slowed the pace of benchmark convergence, once initiated, by decreasing the weight on the regional 
component of benchmarks and lengthening contract periods, but it accelerated the initiation of 
convergence to a regional average from the second contract period to the first. It is challenging to 
disentangle the effects of rebasing, regional convergence, and the forced glidepath to 30% downside 
risk on participation in the SSP, particularly among high-spending ACOs. The pace of convergence 
may be sufficiently slow to retain such ACOs in the absence of rebasing and the presence of more 
limited downside risk. Given the uncertainty, we advise at least a 2-year delay before initiating 
convergence in Track 1 to allow the wedge to begin to develop. 

As in current ACO models, our suggested approach preserves a shadow of history during the 
convergence phase by partially propagating an ACO’s initial historical spending. This helps address 
deficient risk adjustment because an ACO’s historical spending reflects both its level of efficiency and 
the costs of its patient population not predicted by risk adjustment. Accordingly, this approach buys 
some time for risk adjustment methods to be improved. Propagating an ACO-specific historical 
component does introduce some complexity, as it requires the benchmark to be updated for 
organizational changes in provider composition, which may be substantial over 7 years. To the extent 
this raises concerns about gaming via provider selection, those same concerns are present in a system 
of regional benchmarks (a in our second phase). Inconsistencies in provider composition over time 
otherwise will just introduce some noise into benchmarks during the convergence phase. 

2.5 Risk Adjustment and Health Equity 
2.5.1 Sketch 

To achieve its long-run goals, a new population-based payment system will require an improved risk 
adjustment system to account for organizational variation in health risk, mitigate incentives for risk 
selection and coding intensity, and promote health equity. In general, we favor a major revision of the 
risk adjustment model that A) relies less on provider- or insurer-reported diagnoses and more on 
predictors derived from less gameable and/or third-party indicators of health risk; B) incorporates 
more effective budget-neutral methods of reinsurance that limit losses from patients with spending 
well above predictions, financed by limiting profits from patients with spending well below 
predictions;44 and C) avails additional resources for underserved groups by setting payment to desired 
levels of spending rather than historical (or accurately predicted) levels for these groups. This will 
entail substantial effort — the details of which are myriad and beyond the scope of this paper — but 
such investment will be well worth it. Reformation of the risk-adjustment system will improve not only 
the performance of APMs in TM, but also the MA program.45 We do not believe the other efforts to 
improve APMs discussed here should be delayed while work on risk adjustment proceeds. Below we 
focus on a few near-term steps toward addressing coding intensity and health equity, but we note the 
importance of initiating the broader undertaking immediately. 

2.5.1.1    Coding Intensity  

Like others,46,47 we recommend program-wide adjustments to negate the fiscal impact of coding, while 
recognizing that a diminishing non-ACO FFS sector can no longer serve as a concurrent external basis 
for judging coding increases in ACOs and MA and guiding adjustments accordingly. Instead, the 
demographic score (based on age, sex, disability, and Medicaid eligibility) can serve to guide annual 
normalization of the HCC score.46,47 For example, HCC scores can be normalized relative to a base 
period that preceded much of the rapid growth in coding (e.g., 2010-2012), but allowing growth 
proportional to any growth in the demographic score (calculated using a constant set of weights). If 
the mean HCC score was 1.0 in the base period and 1.5 in 2022, and the demographic risk score rose 
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from 1.0 to 1.05 over that time due to aging, beneficiary HCC scores in 2022 would be normalized by 
multiplying them by 1.05/1.5=0.7. This assumes that true health risk rises proportionally with the 
demographic (shadow) risk score. While this assumption may be imperfect, additional data on health 
risk that are not reported by plans or providers – e.g., health variables from the Consumer Assessment 
of Healthcare Providers and Systems (CAHPS) survey – can be incorporated to improve upon the 
demographic risk score.48,49 The normalization factor can be calculated separately for MA and ACOs 
to account for differences in demographic and coding trends between the two sectors.  

These program-wide limits on risk score growth would be coupled with organization-specific limits 
applied at the level of the ACO or MA contract (or insurer-county dyad) and targeting HCC score levels 
and trends in excess of that expected from a demographic or CAHPS-based health risk scores. 
Organizational limits should not be as restrictive as program-wide limits because we should expect 
organizational variation in the difference between HCC scores and other (less gameable) measures of 
risk, even if there is no organizational variation in coding practices. That is, we should expect variation 
in true health risk captured by the HCC score but not by other measures. Operationally, for example, 
HCC scores for an ACO’s beneficiaries could be reduced by a percentage if its mean score exceeds its 
CAHPS-based mean risk scores by more than a pre-determined threshold. Empirical analysis will be 
needed to inform such thresholds. 

2.5.1.2 Health Equity 

In a revised approach to risk adjustment in a population-based payment model, benchmarks would be 
adjusted to set payment above current spending levels for underserved groups, financed by smaller 
payment reductions spread over other groups. (We use the term underserved broadly to include not 
only patients with deficient access to health care but also those who may have full access to deficient 
care from under-resourced providers and those whose health may be adversely affected by addressable 
social determinants.) Such an adjustment could be implemented in a variety of ways.50 These include: 
A) omission of indicators of social disadvantage from risk adjustment models (these indicators tend to 
predict lower spending after adjustment for demographic and clinical factors, such that omission sets 
payments above current spending levels for the disadvantaged groups); B) techniques such as a 
constrained regression that increase payment weights for conditions that are more prevalent among 
underserved groups,51 or C) direct adjustment of benchmarks to socially desirable levels for such 
groups. These approaches are not mutually exclusive and may be implemented in combination. They 
also need not be arbitrary and can be informed by conceptual frameworks such as maximizing social 
welfare (i.e., comparing the expected welfare increase from an extra dollar spent on an underserved 
group in the form of additional health care or social services vs. the value of the dollar spent on other 
groups), empirical assessments of unmet need, and ethical considerations such as fairness. In practice, 
however, the adjustments may need to be implemented incrementally with monitoring of outcomes as 
a guide. Particularly during the benchmark convergence phase when ACO benchmarks primarily 
reflect an ACO’s historical spending (and thus historical underspending for underserved groups), 
approach C may be the most straightforward. When benchmarks are set at a regional risk-adjusted 
rate, any approach may be implemented as part of the risk-adjustment system. 

This revised payment allocation would be coupled with measures to facilitate use of the additional 
resources to enhance care or provide welfare-improving social benefits for the groups of interest. 
Setting payment in excess of current spending for underserved beneficiaries establishes strong 
incentives for ACOs to attract them with visibly valuable benefits. However, ACOs may need more 
latitude in the enhancements they can offer to address health-related needs specific to underserved 
populations (e.g., including cost-sharing waivers and vouchers for rent, transportation, or meals). This 
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will require more detailed analysis to harmonize with existing supplemental coverage, social service 
agencies, and regulations governing beneficiary inducements, which have been relaxed to give ACOs 
more flexibility but may need further refinements.52   

2.5.2 Rationale  

2.5.2.1 Coding Intensity  

The program-wide normalization of HCC risk scores effectively addresses the direct fiscal impact of 
coding intensity on the Medicare program and would be implemented in both the MA and ACO sectors 
to establish an even playing field and harmonize benchmarks. The organization-specific limits are 
necessary to mitigate incentives for ACOs or MA plans to outcode each other. The program-wide 
adjustment is necessary but creates competitive pressures that intensify coding incentives; an ACO or 
plan can gain from coding more only if its coding increase exceeds the average increase, and those who 
code more cause those who code less to be penalized. If left unchecked, this zero-sum game consumes 
substantial resources, posing a deadweight loss for society, and can exacerbate disparities since the 
haves are better positioned to invest in coding infrastructure than the have-nots. Our proposed 
approach does not fix the underlying problem but is designed to minimize the damage until an 
improved system can be designed and implemented. If the costs of coding are largely fixed (e.g., 
EHRs), joint with other valuable activities (e.g., case management), or otherwise diminish as coding 
is automated, it is also possible that we reach a steady state of maximal coding in which a diagnosis 
model can continue to serve as the basis for risk adjustment without eliciting wasteful competition to 
code. But this should not be assumed, lest meaningful progress on a less-gameable set of risk 
predictors be deferred.  

We also note that although advanced statistical methods for prediction, such as machine learning and 
artificial intelligence (AI), may be useful, they are unlikely to address the underlying problem. The 
reason why ACOs and plans can profit from coding is not because the current risk-adjustment model 
is poorly predictive of spending; rather the reason is that the predictors included in the regression-
based model can be manipulated. We should beware of seductive arguments about AI approaches that 
predict spending better. Better predictions of spending do not mean that the resulting model will be 
less gameable, and accuracy is often achieved at the expense of including variables that will weaken 
incentives in the payment model (e.g., indicators of service use). In addition, as noted above, 
adjustment for some variables (e.g., income) may improve prediction but exacerbate disparities. More 
generally, predictive accuracy is not the sole goal of risk adjustment, as discussed below.  

2.5.2.2 Health Equity 

We believe the most effective way to advance health equity through the payment system is by allocating 
additional resources for the care of underserved groups through adjustment of population-based 
payments and facilitating mechanisms by which those additional resources are passed through by 
providers to the intended populations in ways that improve their welfare. This requires a departure 
from the standard conception of risk adjustment as achieving a statistical goal — prediction of a 
patient’s total spending — to a conception of risk adjustment as achieving social goals. In a population-
based payment model, the risk-adjustment system allocates resources; we want the payment system 
to allocate resources in a way that is fair and maximizes social welfare. For example, for patients who 
have historically received too little care, we would not want to entrench such underspending by setting 
payments (benchmarks) to current levels of spending with risk-adjustment that accurately predicts 
(lower) spending for those patients. Rather, to correct the underspending, we want to set payment 
above levels of current spending that would be predicted by an “accurate” model. Similarly, for patients 
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who experience poor outcomes as the result of social factors or poor quality of care, we may want to 
avail additional resources to address those causes.  

An equity-motivated adjustment is particularly important during the convergence phase of an ACO 
model when benchmarks are still based substantially on ACOs’ historical spending, which would be 
too low for a population receiving too little or deficient care. Once benchmarks reflect a common risk-
adjusted regional rate, they should favor underserved groups whose spending is low for their clinical 
complexity as long as indicators for those groups are omitted from the risk-adjustment model (as 
noted above). But simply omitting predictors of social disadvantage may not avail sufficient resources; 
even with health care spending for disadvantaged patients brought up to the levels of their less 
disadvantaged peers, additional resources may be required to address social barriers to equal health 
outcomes. The right sized adjustment is therefore hard to know, motivating successive incremental 
changes. 

In principle, with population-based payments adjusted to allocate resources in a socially desirable 
manner, competition alone should serve to pass through additional resources to the intended groups 
in the form of care or benefits they value. Setting payments above current spending for a group of 
patients strengthens incentives for ACOs to attract those patients with enhancements that appeal 
specifically to them, assuming the ACO competes with other providers for patients and patients can 
move freely among providers. However, these assumptions may not hold. Provider markets have 
undergone dramatic consolidation over the last 20 years, and patients face substantial costs when 
switching providers. Competition may serve as a more effective pass-through mechanism in MA, as 
enrollees can switch plans without switching providers. Thus, it will be important to monitor the 
enhancements offered by ACOs and encourage competitive provider markets. A required pass-through 
(e.g., 5% of savings) could be considered, but we believe some progress should be expected from the 
more favorable incentives to serve underserved groups.  

A widely held belief is that addressing social determinants of health is cost-saving to risk-bearing plans 
and providers and therefore all that is needed to incentivize efforts to address social determinants is 
financial risk. However, this is unlikely to hold true. Such efforts are unlikely to lower health care 
spending more than they cost and have been pursued for other motives.53 Rather, we believe that 
population-based payment models are critical to health equity because they can flexibly redistribute 
resources to groups in need. With payment allocated according to social (rather than purely statistical) 
goals and effective pass-through mechanisms in place, a population-based payment model can not 
only improve the care received by marginalized populations but also effect an intergovernmental 
transfer in which wasteful health care spending is converted to valuable social spending. The extent to 
which flexibility in beneficiary enhancements allows ACOs to share efficiencies to attract patients 
should also make efficient ACOs more attractive to patients, thereby creating demand for efficiency. 

2.6 ACO Definition 
2.6.1 Sketch  

We propose that an ACO be defined in two parts: (1) constituent taxpayer identification numbers 
(TINs) or CMS Certification Numbers (CCNs) for organizations that bill for primary care (primary care 
services by PCPs) and thus contribute to primary care-based attribution; and (2) additional TIN-
National Provider Identifier (NPI) pairs and CCNs for specialists and facilities included in the ACO 
network for contracting purposes. For (1), in a given market, an ACO must include all TINs and CCNs 
providing primary care that are owned or operated by any of the organizations with a controlling 
interest in an ACO participant. This requires definitions of market, ownership, and organization. For 
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this purpose, the market should not depend on the ACO’s listed participants (as an ACO’s “primary 
service area” does) but rather should be defined geographically. Ownership and organization could be 
operationalized as follows: if an entity has a controlling interest in an ACO TIN/CCN, all of its primary 
care-providing TINs/CCNs in the market in which that entity also has a controlling (or significant) 
stake must also be included in the contract. This will require data on ownership. For (2), ACOs can 
flexibly include specialist TIN-NPI pairs or facility CCNs in contracts without regard for organizational 
boundaries defined by ownership. 

2.6.2 Rationale 

Incorporating data on ownership in ACO definitions achieves two goals. First, it ensures that the share 
of a payer’s population attributed to an ACO reflects the full market position of the providers in the 
ACO — the share that is of greater interest to antitrust authorities than the market share calculated 
under current ACO definitions in cases where organizations include only some of their providers in an 
ACO contract. For example, the 2011 FTC/DOJ guidance on the SSP specified market share thresholds 
for dominant participants and competitor collaboration (safety zones), but these thresholds are most 
useful to monitor when applied to organizational units that reflect actual market structure.54 Second, 
incorporating data on ownership limits gains from selective entry of an organization’s constituent 
providers whose spending is below their benchmarks. In general, selective participation by providers 
whose spending is below benchmarks due to favorable health risks not recognized by the risk-
adjustment system (selection on risk) is wasteful and should be addressed to the extent possible with 
improved risk adjustment. In contrast, selective participation by organizations whose spending is 
already lower due to care efficiency (selection on efficiency) may be desirable to allow to some extent, 
as rewarding efficiency creates strengthens incentives for all organizations to become more efficient. 
However, allowing selection on efficiency within organizations (i.e., including only an organization’s 
efficient providers in its ACO contracts) permits the gains from selection without requiring greater 
efficiency to be achieved at an organization level.  

To give a concrete example, consider a large health system with spending above its regional average 
due to inefficiently high levels of service provision and facility fees that increase average spending in 
the region. It owns a network of satellite primary care practices that are more efficient, with spending 
below the regional average. In a voluntary model with a common risk-adjusted regional benchmark 
for all ACOs, the system is currently allowed to include only its satellite practices as the ACO, exploiting 
the arbitrage opportunity and increasing spending without achieving organization-wide efficiency. 

Relatedly, an ACO definition based on ownership is important to enforce track-specific participation 
requirements. For example, a large system could enter its primary care practices in Track 1 and avoid 
substantial downside risk if its organizational structure is not recognized by track eligibility rules. 

Our proposed definition would not apply the same requirements on inclusion of TINs or CCNs that 
provide only specialty or facility care because allowing ACOs to selectively contract with some of an 
organization’s specialists or facilities but not others may foster stronger competition for referrals in 
specialty and facility markets that is based on quality and efficiency. 

Our proposed approach would require collection of data on ownership and effort to process those data 
for monitoring purposes. Though such an effort would pose a cost, we believe it is well worth it. Experts 
have consistently called for the collection of such data by federal authorities among their top 
recommendations for strengthening competition in health care.20,55–57 We also do not see the 
completion of this data effort as necessary for implementing a revised definition of ACOs that 
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recognizes ownership. CMS can specify the definition conceptually and require data submission with 
a credible threat of audit based on a variety of sources. 

3 Role of Episode-Based Payment  
In theory, population-based payment models covering the full population in a market should result 
naturally in the transmission of incentives to downstream providers of specialty and facility episodes 
– thereby divvying up the gains from efficiency – especially if ACOs have options in specialty and 
facility markets (i.e., they are competitive) and can credibly steer patients to more efficient options. 
Downstream providers should reveal to ACOs information about their efforts to be efficient in attempt 
to attract or maintain referrals and appropriate some of the savings through subcontracts; third-party 
conveners can play a role in assembling that information and brokering mutually beneficial 
arrangements. Incentives can thus be propagated indirectly through selective referrals to more 
efficient providers and directly through subcontracts between organizations or through internal 
compensation changes within organizations. Indeed, there is already evidence of ACOs referring to 
specialists more judiciously and eliciting downstream changes in specialist behavior, even though ACO 
market penetration remains partial;58,59 we should expect stronger demand for efficient hospital and 
specialty care as ACO contracts expand within Medicare and across payers. Thus, in our vision, 
organizations taking population-based risk would have the flexibility to develop episode-based 
payments for internal use or as a basis for side contracts with outside entities. 

In many cases, ACOs also may be able to affect care in non-ACO settings directly, without having to 
transmit incentives to other providers. For example, physician group ACOs have influenced care in 
hospitals by following patients with their own clinicians or staff, and both ACOs and hospitals have 
used similar strategies in post-acute facilities. 

But in practice, the conditions necessary for optimal risk propagation and behavior change among 
specialists and facilities may not hold. Markets may not be sufficiently competitive, there may be 
information problems that limit selective contracting and referrals, and the transaction costs involved 
may weaken incentives. In addition, there may be many practices unable to bear significant 
population-based risk (e.g., in Track 0 in our table above). Thus, we believe that incorporating a 
complementary set of episode-based payments will help advance the goals of payment reform. Indeed, 
episode-based payments have been clearly successful in reducing spending without deterioration in 
quality of care for some conditions – notably for episodes of lower extremity joint replacement care60–

69 – though not consistently for others.62,68,70–75  However, it is challenging to gauge ex ante the need 
for and complementarity of episode-based payments (i.e., know when and where to add them to a 
population-based model).  

To date, overlap between episode-based payment models and ACOs has generally been treated as 
follows: an ACO-aligned patient can initiate an episode, the episode target price is counted toward the 
ACO’s spending (against its benchmark), and the episode-initiating provider keeps any savings from 
spending below the target price or incurs the losses from spending above it.  

While implementation of episode-based payments by Medicare ensures transmission of incentives and 
minimizes the transaction costs, there are also potential downsides of widespread episode-based 
payments. These include: strengthening incentives for episode-initiators to increase the volume of 
episodes for low-risk (profitable) patients, at cross purposes with the goal of population-based 
payment; weakening incentives for ACO participation and savings by allocating easy savings to the 
episode initiator; weakening competition among episode initiators to be efficient (assuming a common 
episode rate is set within a region, ACOs no longer have an incentive to shop for the most efficient 
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provider); entrenching the market power of specialists and hospitals; and adding complexity to the 
payment system with attendant administrative costs and gaming opportunities (all the components 
discussed above for ACO models would have to be designed for each episode).  

Thus, while our vision for a core population-based payment model does not preclude substantial 
involvement of episode-based payments, we believe their deployment by Medicare should be strategic 
and expect such arrangements to arise in the market to some extent naturally. ACO models should be 
flexible enough in payment modalities to support side contracts based on episodes. In general, we 
would recommend focusing initial episode-based payments on episodes where the provider market is 
consolidated and ACOs may face challenges in influencing within-episode care directly. Cancer care 
may fall into this category. A greater number of episodes could be considered for patients served by 
non-ACO and advanced primary care practices that do not bear risk for total spending. 

4 Conclusion  
Redesigning incentives to improve the efficiency of healthcare delivery is critical for managing the over 
$800 billion in Medicare expenditures that are set to grow rapidly once again. While the last decade 
marked a period of significant experimentation and innovation in Medicare payment reform, it is time 
to take those lessons learned and design a system more focused on transformation than 
experimentation. Our sketch provides an initial blueprint for designing a multi-track population-based 
payment model to address key problems with ACO models to date and engage providers to take on 
longer-term financial and clinical accountability for the care of their patient populations. Moreover, 
our recommendations recognize the core function population-based payment plays in reallocating 
resources to support health equity and provide a strategy for realizing that vision.  
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